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I. Introduction 
With the development of globalization and internationalization, English is 

ing an international language and having the basic four skills⎯listening, 

 necessary for being modern people in 

-first century. According to Crystal (1997), there are about 750 million 

ber is still increasing. Till 

, thirty-seven countries of the world have ordered English as an of

becom

speaking, reading and writing, seems to be

the twenty

people speaking English around the world and the num

now ficial 

language w

language. W

the next decade, half of the wo

importance of English education and to m

English ab

Philippines have started English courses 

2001; Miu, 1990). Mainland China 

students m

these circu

to the teach

subjects for elem

from

Taiw

pos in Asia, Taiwan stands in 

sixth las

and India

ability should be increased with all ef

 In fact, there are many factors that might affect second language learning 

such as schools’ policies, teachers’ attitudes, curriculum design, educational 

resources and learners themselves. Among these factors, “learners themselves” has 

hile more than one hundred countries have ruled English as second 

ith the widespread use of English, some experts even predict that by 

rld’s population will speak English. 

In many countries, their governments have started to emphasize the 

ake policies to improve their students’ 

ility in order to follow this trend. Hong Kong, Singapore, and 

in the elementary school stage (Koike, 

has also ordered that the fifth and the six grade 

ust attend English courses in the elementary school (Lu, 1995). Under 

mstances, the Ministry of Education in Taiwan has paid more attention 

ing of English and announced that English is one of the required 

entary school students since 2001. However, according to data 

 the Educational Testing Service, 2003 to 2004, the average grade of 

anese students for the CBT-TOEFL was 203, which was the eighteenth last 

ition in the world. Compared with the other countries 

t position and lags far behind the first and second countries⎯Singapore 

⎯whose average grades are 252 and 247, respectively. Thence, English 

forts in Taiwan. 
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aroused a great in

researches concerned about learners’

strategies they use in langua

learners’

itself as well as their language lear

Tumposky

English and socio-econom

when conducting researches (Chall, 2000; Chang, 1997; 

high school students’

the relationship between lear

2004; Shen,

high school students’

the com

differences and learners’

beliefs about English learning, the present 

school students’

gender ic status and the 

experiences of attending the GEPT first and then tried to compare the regional 

differences. In order to inve

Tainan district, seven research

 

1. What beliefs about English learning are held by junior high school students in 

Learning Inventory ⎯aptitude, difficulty, nature, strategies, and 

motivation? 

2. What differences are there among junior high school students in Tainan district 

based on their gender? 

terest and in recent years, there has been a proliferation of 

 beliefs, motivation, anxiety and what 

ge learning. For example, many researchers noted that 

 language learning beliefs might affect what they think about language 

ning performance (Diab, 2000; Lin, 2005; 

, 1991). Besides, variables such as gender, the length of time learning 

ic status have gradually been emphasized and added 

Yang, 1994). 

Although in Taiwan some studies have already examined college and senior 

 beliefs (Chen, 1997; Huang, 1998) or have already discussed 

ners’ beliefs and learning strategy use (Lin, 2005; Liu, 

 2006), comparatively little research has focused on examining junior 

 beliefs and their relation with background factors as well as 

parison of the regional differences. Therefore, in order to see how regional 

 background variables were involved and related to their 

study aimed to investigate junior high 

 beliefs in Tainan district by using demographic characteristics of 

, length of time for English learning, socio-econom

stigate the beliefs held by junior high school students in 

 questions were as follows: 

Tainan district under the five dimensions in the Beliefs about Language 

 (BALLI)
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3. What dif ents in Tainan district 

based on their length of ti

4. What dif ents in Tainan district 

based on their parental occupations? 

5. What dif ents in Tainan district 

based on their parental educational levels?

6. What dif ents in Tainan district 

based on their experiences o

7. What differences are there among junior high school students in Tainan district 

based

learn

Thence, m

styles and beliefs had wildly been exam

have indicated that learners

central role af

Language learners were no longer cons

contrary

Omaggio, 1978). However

investigated in a system

was until 1

Language Learning Inventory s and 

divided into five major areas for study. They were foreign language aptitude, the 

difficulty of language learning, the nature of language learning, learning and 

communication strategies, and motivations (Horwitz, 1987). 

 

ferences are there among junior high school stud

me for English learning? 

ferences are there among junior high school stud

ferences are there among junior high school stud

 

ferences are there among junior high school stud

f attending the GEPT? 

 on regional differences? 

 
 II. Literature Review 

 
Beginning in the early seventies of last century, the focus of second language 

ing and teaching has shifted from teaching methods to learner characteristics. 

any studies on investigating learners’ anxiety, strategy usage, learning 

ined. Some language learning researchers 

’ preconceived beliefs about language learning played a 

fecting how they learned a language and used their learning strategies. 

idered a homogeneous group; on the 

, they held different opinions about language learning (Holec, 1987; 

, learners’ beliefs about language learning had not been 

atic way during the period (Kuntz, 1996; Wenden, 1987). It 

987, Horwitz who was the first person designed the Beliefs about 

 (BALLI). The BALLI contained 34 item
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2.1 

BALLI in 1987. The participants were 32 

different countries who studied in the Inte

of T

learning was very im

learning. V

repetition of

was acceptable. The reasons that in

could have a good job in the future and that with a good English ability, they could 

make American friends and then understa

percent of the students thought that som

language and children were better 

learners’

stated,

dissertations with a variety of studen

Hyeonokh (2000) exam

motivations toward language learning. 

students, un

beliefs about language learning inventor

learning (MILL) and the individual bac

indicated that students with

self-confidence, language aptitude and the 

On the other hand, significances were f

school students were more positive toward formal structural learning while the 

university students had stronger confidence in speaking. Moreover, the white-collar 

adults had greater beliefs about language aptitude. Hyeonokh (2000) further 

Studies of Learners’ Beliefs about Language Learning 

Horwitz examined ESL students’ beliefs about language learning by using the 

intermediate level students from 12 

nsive English Program at The University 

exas at Austin. The results of the study found that most students agreed English 

portant and it was different from other school subjects 

ocabulary and grammar rules should be essentially learned through the 

 practice. Also, when facing an unknown word or sentence, guessing 

spired them to learn English well were that they 

nd them further. Besides, eighty one 

e people had special ability to learn a 

language learners than adults.  

In the later years, the number of BALLI studies increased and investigated 

 beliefs about language learning with different variables. As Horwitz (1999) 

 the BALLI has been used in at least 13 published studies and doctoral 

t and teacher populations. For instance, 

ined learners’ language learning beliefs and their 

The participants contained high school 

iversity students and white-collar adults. They had to complete the 

y (BALLI), the motivation in language 

kground questionnaire (IBQ). The results 

 different ages shared the same beliefs such as 

value and nature of language learning. 

ound between these three groups. The high 
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indicated that the relationship betw

and m

cultural bound but also context specific. 

students’

within grou

repres

distributed to 284 under

conclusions m

learning English and French which were re

context of foreign language education 

such as gender

language-m

learner

(Horwitz, 1987; Park, 1995; Yang, 1992), the study supported the general 

statements that learners from

about language learning. Finally

environm

increasingly been investigated. Cohen a

beliefs about language learning might affect their motivations to the target language. 

Siebert (2003) indicated that male and female students would hold different 

opinions for som

learning strategies. 

 

2.2 Relevant Studies about Learners’ Beliefs in Taiwan 

Yang (1992) examined 505 EFL university students’ language learning beliefs 

and the relation to their usage of language learning strategy. The descriptive 

een learners’ beliefs about language learning 

otivation was multi-dimensional. Therefore, the relationships were not only 

 

Moreover, Diab (2000) conducted a study which mainly assessed Lebanese 

 beliefs about learning English and French. The purpose was to examine 

p variation in these students’ beliefs and then compared with some 

entative studies. The BALLI and a background questionnaire were 

graduate students from three universities in Lebanon. The 

ade by Diab (2000) were that students held a variety of beliefs about 

lated to the political and socio-cultural 

in Lebanon. Besides, background variables 

, level of proficiency in English, language spoken at home and 

edium background were important sources of within group variation in 

’s language learning beliefs. When comparing with some previous studies 

 different cultural backgrounds had different beliefs 

, Diab (2000) also noted the importance of learning 

ent.  

Recently, studies about learners’ language learning beliefs have still 

nd Dornyei (2002) claimed that learners’ 

e language learning beliefs which were related to their usage of 
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analysis, factor analysis, Pearson corre

were em

BALLI. The consequences showed that the la

held were strongly related to what learni

functional practice strategies. Moreover

were tightly connected with students’

spoken English. T

students endorsed various language learni

gender had a significant influence in stude

students’

learning and their usage of 

moderate, significant relation between st  beliefs about language learning 

and usage of learning strategy

study that th

learn

the Applied Foreign Language Departm

started in the fall 2003 sem

questionnaire and objective classroom

students h

of the BALLI and the expect

from

Lin’

The study was to investigate tech

strategies and their beliefs about language learning. The results were that EFL 

technological university students held positive motivations of learning English. In 

addition, the learning strategies they adopted were significantly related to their 

language learning beliefs. 

lations and canonical correlation analysis 

ployed to analyze the collected data gathered from the SILL and the 

nguage learning beliefs these students 

ng strategies they used, particularly in 

, the uses of formal oral-practice strategies 

 notions of the value and nature of learning 

o examine further, Liu (2004) and Shen (2006) pointed out 

ng beliefs and learning strategies. Also, 

nts’ language learning beliefs. Moreover, 

 length of time learning English influenced their beliefs about language 

learning strategies. Shen (2006) found that there was a 

udents’

. The results were similar to Chiang and Liao’s (2004) 

ere were positive correlation between students’ beliefs about language 

ing and their use of learning strategies. 

In southern Taiwan, Chen (2004) enrolled 51 private university freshmen from 

ent in her study as participants. The study 

ester and lasted for five months. Through the BALLI 

 observations, the study found that most 

eld positive beliefs about language learning. As to the five subcategories 

ation of the teacher, there were positive correlations 

 the degrees of medium to high based on statistic analysis. What is more, in 

s (2005) study, 353 EFL technological university students were participants. 

nological university students’ language learning 
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III. Method 

The participants in the study were 782 second year students selected from six 

ainan district. Since this study mainly focused on Tainan 

ake the study more representative of different kinds of schools 

ainan district, six schools had been selected respectively from Eastern, 

3.1 Participants 

junior high schools in T

district, in order to m

in T

Nor estern, An-nan and An-ping areas. These six schools 

diff dents and the numbers of 

build he distribu  nu the par . 

 
Table
The Distributions and Numbers of the Participants 
 No. of No. of o. of Students 

thern, Southern, Mid-W

ered in geographic situations, the numbers of stu

ings. T tions and mbers of ticipants are shown in Table 1

 1 

N
Areas Schools Classes Male Female 
Eastern 1 3 61 58 
Nor 1 3 
Mid rn 1 3 90 11 
Southern 1 3 61 56 
An-ping 1 
An-nan
Su
To

thern  70 78 
-Weste

3 56 67 
 1 5 79 95 

btotal 6 20 417 (53.3%) 365 (46.7%) 
tal 6 20 782 

 

because they were busy

they m

they m

teache

affecting students’ learning and delaying the course schedule. As to the first year 

students, they might feel anxious and curious about the programs, classmates, 

teachers and environments because they just entered a new learning stage and 

When considering the participants, the third year students were eliminated 

 preparing their study for the Basic Competence Test, so 

ight not have extra time to complete the questionnaires. Even if they do, 

ight just finish them roughly and perfunctorily. What was more, their 

rs might not be so willing to offer assistance because they were afraid of 

 10
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environm ight need more time to get accustomed to these changes. 

Therefore, comparatively, the second year students seemed to fit the present study 

the m more stable and had less pressure on their 

learning. 

 

3.2 Instrumentation 

methods. For the quan

Beliefs about Language Learning Inventory

with S

consisted of 34 item

difficulty of language learning, the na

communication strategies, and m

and the content validity of the BALLI 

internal-consistency reli

Alpha coef

version of the BALLI m

difference of

these item

school students. The students were required to read each item carefully

indicated a response for each item

agree”. As  the students in the present 

study were required to elicit their gender

parental educational levels, parental occ

the General English Proficiency 

To ensure some homogeneity of language learning background, the 

participants selected in the pilot study were from the same student population in 

Tainan district as well as those in the formal study. A total of 35 students from one 

ent. They m

ost because their mental states were 

The present study contained both qualitative and quantitative research 

titative method, the survey instrument was combined the 

 (BALLI) designed by Horwitz (1987) 

tudents’ Background Information Questionnaire (SBIQ). The BALLI 

s, dividing into five major areas (foreign language aptitude, the 

ture of language learning, learning and 

otivations). The internal-consistency reliability 

were high. In Yang’s study (1992), the 

ability of the Chinese BALLI was .69 using Cronbach’s 

ficient and was .71 in Liu’s (2004) pilot study. In this study, a Chinese 

ade by Yang (1992) was adopted and because of the 

 participants, in this study, some items were slightly modified so that 

s could be easier to understand and could be more suitable for junior high 

, and then 

 ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly 

 to Students’ Background Questionnaires,

, length of time for English learning, 

upations, and their experiences of attending 

Test (GEPT). 
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junior high school in the Northern area of 

com

backgrounds of the intended 

shared the s

in the pilot study and in the for

students. The Cronbach’

internal-consistency re

to conduct the for

interv

in order to deepen and expa

of what beliefs students held and their co

Before the interview

gained th

selected five students as

arranged

school students were in

about the questions, during the process of

Moreover islead 

the participants’ opinions about the interview questions. Therefore, the interviewees 

would have enough space to respond to all the open-ended questions as much as 

they could. 

 

3.3 

 

quantitative study data collected from 758 survey questionnaires involved several 

statistical analyses. Firstly, descriptive statistical methods, including frequencies, 

means and standard deviations were computed to find out the tendency of students’ 

Tainan district were randomly chosen to 

plete the survey instrument. The school chosen had the same demographic 

schools for the formal study. Moreover, the students 

imilar characteristics with the target participants. Both of the students 

mal study were the second-year junior high school 

s Alpha of the survey instrument was .72 for 

liability. With its good reliability, the researcher was inspired 

mal study with the survey instrument. 

Besides the questionnaire survey, focus group interviews were conducted. The 

iew questions (see Appendix A) were chosen and modified from the BALLI 

nd the investigation and to gain a further understanding 

rrelation with these background variables. 

, the researcher connected with students’ teachers for help and 

eir agreement to offer assistance. The teacher in each class randomly 

 the interviewees. The five students from each class were 

 together to participate the interview. Therefore, a total of 30 junior high 

terviewed in each school. To avoid the misunderstanding 

 interview, Mandarin Chinese was used. 

, the researcher would not limit or give any guidance that might m

The procedure of each interview lasted about thirty minutes. 

Data Collection and Analyses 

Among the 782 questionnaires, 24 ones were invalid. Therefore, the 
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beliefs about English learning from

determ

beliefs held by m

(ANOV

beliefs students held, the length of tim

levels and occupations and the results

com

 

recorded and then transcribed. Through de

data and coding the data, the researcher 

differences from llected data; then make speculative conclusions. It was 

hoped that these data might be useful for the study and offered some further 

information which was fit uld not get from 

qua itat

 

Lea

Bac

five m

nature of language lear

motivations. According to T

students in T

with the five areas, students held th about motivations (M = 3.70) 

and the followings were learning and communication strategies (M = 3.26), the 

nature of language learning (M = 3.25), the difficulty of language learning (M = 

3.17), and foreign language aptitude (M = 3.05). 

 

 the BALLI. Then, t-tests were conducted to 

ine if there was any significant difference between the English learning 

ale and female students. Also, One-Way Analysis of Variance 

A) were performed to examine the correlations among the English learning 

e learning English, their parental educational 

 of attending the GEPT. Moreover, the 

parison of the six areas was conducted to find out the regional differences. 

For the qualitative data, students’ opinions about English learning beliefs were 

veloping some general categories from 

tried to find out the similarities and 

 the co

ter for students’ intended thinking that co

nt ive data. 

 

IV. Data Analyses and Findings 
The survey instrument of the study was combined the Beliefs about Language 

rning Inventory (BALLI) designed by Horwitz (1987) with Students’ 

kground Information Questionnaire (SBIQ). The 34-item BALLI consisted of 

ajor areas⎯foreign language aptitude, the difficulty of language learning, the 

ning, learning and communication strategies, and 

able 2, the study found that second-year junior high 

ainan district held different beliefs about English learning. Compared 

e strongest beliefs 
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Tab
The Descrip Ana r the reas o ALLI

Note
natu
 

 

fore

The students’

students either strongly agreed

special ability for language learning. Also, 

that they them

thirteen percent held opposite opinions. 

speak a foreign language” was agreed by 

Based o

mat

stud

33 and 34) item

som

considered that the English language could be learned well while the others (34.7%) 

neither agreed nor disagreed. Also, the majority (57.5 %) supported that English 

was a medium difficult language to learn. Only twenty percent thought that English 

nse F cy (%

le 2 
tive lysis fo Five A f the B  

Respo requen ) 
 isag Neutr Agre M SD Rank D ree al e 
Aptitude 32.7 31.1 36.2 3.05 .44 5 

 14

. Aptitude = foreign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
re of language learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 

The 34-item BALLI was shown in Appendix B. The first area of the BALLI, 

ign language aptitude, includes nine items (1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 14, 17, 28 and 31). 

 response to each item was positive. About seventy percent of the 

 or agreed with the statement that some people had a 

more than half of the students believed 

selves possessed a special ability to learn a language while only 

Besides, the item “everyone can learn to 

the majority of the students (77.1%). 

Diff
Nat
Strategies 26.9 27.2 45.9 3.26 .39 2 
Mo ati
BALLI 22.2 

iculty 18.6 36.7 44.7 3.17 .47 4 
ure 22.2 36.4 41.4 3.25 .51 3 

tiv on 10.3 30.7 59.0 3.70 .62 1 
32.4 45.4 3.29 .33  

n this reason, three fourths denied that people who were good at 

hematic or science were not good at learning a foreign language and few of the 

ents (11.1%) believed that women were better language learners than men. 

In the second area, difficulty of language learning, includes six (3, 4, 23, 32, 

s. Approximately, seventy percent of the students believed that 

e languages were easier to learn than others. Almost half of the students (47.9%) 
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was easy to learn while twenty two per

referring to nguage skills, over forty percent of the 

students 

leng

repo

and 26), over fifty percent of the students (59.5% and 64.8%) believed that the 

most im

rules and

was

ove

12, 13, 16, 19, 20 and 24), m

perfect.” They overwhelm

repeat and practice a lot”. Also, m

pronunciation was very im

approxim

in 

occ

the m

About seventy seven percent of

English well. Moreove

speak English.” was approved by fifty percen

not surprised to find that over half of the students (67.8%) agreed that they could 

have a better job with good English abilities. As to Item 22 “I would like to learn 

English so that I can get to know American better.” and Item 30 “I would like to 

cent called it a difficult language. When 

 the comparison of four la

held neutral opinions. When the students were asked to write down the 

th of time for succeeding in English learning, the average years student 

rted were three to five years. 

As to the third area, the nature of language learning (Items 7, 11, 15, 21, 25 

portant part of learning a foreign language was learning its grammatical 

 vocabularies. However, about forty percent of the students rejected that it 

 best to learn English in an English-speaking country and among the students; 

r two thirds denied the necessity of understanding English speaking cultures. 

In regard to the fourth area, learning and communication strategies (Items 6, 8, 

ost students believed the old saying “practice makes 

ingly (84.2%) accepted the statement “It is important to 

ore than seventy percent of the students thought 

portant when speaking English. Therefore, 

ately 58.6% students agreed that CDs or tapes were helpful and essential 

language learning. Besides, almost half of the students allowed mistakes 

urred in the process of English learning. 

As for the last area of the BALLI, motivations (Items 18, 22, 27, 29 and 30), 

ajority of students presented positive responses to the area of motivations. 

 the students stated that they would like to learn 

r, the item “People in Taiwan feel that it is important to 

t of the students. Accordingly, it was 
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have Am

agreed with them

 

4.1 

4.1.1 

significant gender dif

foreign language aptitude and 

acquired h

The results of

fem

< .05). That was to say

male ones did. T

gender dif

-3.47, ale 

students believed the notion of innate language learning ability more than male 

one sh learning. The results of 

students’ English learning beliefs based on gender are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table
Stude  Learning B Based on r 

Note. Aptitude = foreign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
nature of language learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 

  

erican friends.” similar percentage of the students (47.2% and 52.4%) 

. 

Results and Findings of the Questionnaire Survey 

Students’ English Learning Beliefs Based on Gender 

Among 758 students, 402 were males and 356 females. According to Table 2, 

ferences were found in the BALLI as well as in the areas of 

motivation. Female students (M = 3.33) generally 

igher mean scores toward the BALLI items than males (M = 3.26) did. 

 the t-tests revealed that there was a significant difference between 

ale and male students in the overall beliefs about language learning (t = -2.91, p 

, female students had stronger language learning beliefs than 

o examine each area of the BALLI, the results indicated that 

ferences also appeared in the areas of the foreign language aptitude (t = 

p < .05) and the motivations (t = -3.07, p < .05). Simply stated, fem

s did and held more positive attitudes toward Engli

 3 
nts’ English eliefs Gende

M 
 Male Fema t p le 
 (n = 4 (n = 3   
Aptitude 3.00 3.11 -3.47 .00* 

02) 56) 

Di
Na
Strategies 3.25 3.27 -0.68 .50 
Motivation 3.64 3.78 -3.07 .00* 
BALLI 3.26 3.33 -2.91 .00* 

fficulty 3.16 3.20 -1.00 .32 
ture 3.23 3.28 -1.37 .17 
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4.1.2 

Learning 

 

learn

conducted. According to T

years of learning English and those with

differences in the area of the m

for m

with one to four and five to

the m

than nine years had higher desires for language learning than those with one to four 

years of learning English. The longer students learn English, the stronger 

mot

beliefs in language learning. 

 

Table 4 
Stude h Le eli  on f T ngli rning
   

Students’ English Learning Beliefs Based on Length of Time for English 

To explore further the relationship between the students’ beliefs about English 

ing and their length of time learning English, the Scheffe Post-Hoc test was 

able 4, the results revealed that students with one to four 

 seven to eight years had significant 

otivations as well as those who have learned English 

ore than nine years. However, no significances were found between those 

 six years of learning English. Therefore, in the area of 

otivations, students who had learned English for seven to eight years or more 

ivations they have. The similar consequences were also found in the overall 

nts’ Englis a Brning ef ds Base  L  oength im  Ee for sh Lea  
M 

 -4 ye 5-6 ye 7-8 ye ≥ 9 ye   1 ars ars ars ars
 = 2 (n = 3 (n = 1 (n = 8 F p 
 8.1% (41.4 (19.7% (10.6%)   
Apt 3.06 3.15 1.93 .12 

(n 
(

13) 14) 50) 1) 
2

itude 3.01 3.04 
) %) ) 

Dif
Na
Strategies 3.22 3.25 3.31 3.30 1.77    .15 
Mo
BALLI 

f 3.13 3.18 3.16 3.28 2.14 .09 
ture 3.20 3.28 3.27 3.28 1.13 .34 
iculty 

tivation 3.64 3.68 3.78 3.83 2.83  .04* 
16.22 16.46 16.59 16.86 3.30  .02* 

Note Apti
nature of language learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 
 

4.1.3 Students’ English Learning Beliefs Based on Parental Educational Levels 

 According to Table 5, the average educational levels of students’ parents were 

. tude = foreign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
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senior or vocational high schools. The 

that s

= 2.66, 

4.01, 

graduate school or above le

and also had stronger overall beliefs about English learning. Additionally, those 

whose parents were university level adopted more learning and communication 

stra  other 

levels. 

 

Table 5 
Students’ glish  B se e  

M 

results of the One-Way ANOVA revealed 

tatistical significances (F = 2.66, p < .05) were found in the overall beliefs (F 

p < .05), communication strategies (F = 2.76, p < .05) and motivations (F = 

p < .05). Further examined with Scheffe Post-Hoc, students having parents on 

vel had the highest motivation toward English learning 

tegies than those having parents on junior high level as well as on the

En Learning eliefs Ba d on Par ntal Educational Levels

 Gradu niver Senior Junior ate U sity Others  
 (n 
 (2

= 2 = 1 = 4  = 1 n = 1 F p 
.7% 25.7%) 53.1% 6.2% 2.1%   

Apt .10 3.06 3.03 3.07 3.00 0.42 .79 

1 ) (n 95) (n 03) (n 23) ( 6)
) ( ( ) (1 ) ( )

itude 3  
Diff
Nat
Strategies 3.30 3.31 3.26 3.20 3.05 2.76 .03* 
Mo 0* 
BALLI 

iculty 3.27 3.20 3.18 3.10 3.01 1.57 .18 
ure 3.42 3.25 3.25 3.27 3.15 0.73 .57 

tivation 4.15 3.74 3.69 3.63 3.46 4.01 .0
17.2 16.5 16.4 16.3 15.6 2.66 .03* 

Note. Apti
natu
 

4.1.4 

o statistically significance between the 

beliefs about English learning and parental occupations. More specifically, 

students’ beliefs about language learning would not be affected and varied by their 

parental occupations. 

 

tude = foreign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
re of language learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 

Students’ English Learning Beliefs Based on Parental Occupations 

According to Table 6, there was n
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Table 6 
Students’ English Learni r c s 

Note oreign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
natu
 

4.1.5 S

the GEPT 

 

students’

especially

< .05). S r overall beliefs 

and were more willing to learn English than those who never attended and those 

who

attending the GEPT are shown in Table 7

 

Table 7 
Students’ English el  on ienc ending e GEP

ng Beliefs Based on Pa ental Oc upation
M 

 essi gricul abor sine oci
rvic

theProf onal A tural L ed Bu ss S
Se

al 
es

O rs  

 (n = 1 (n = 1 = 14 = 33  = 6  = 9 F  
 (14.1% (1.5% % 3.9% .8% 2.2%

Apt .0 2.9 3.0 .0 .0 .0 6  

07) 2) (n 6) (n 3) (n 7) (n 3) p
) ) (19.2 ) (4 ) (8 ) (1 )  

itude 3 1 8 5 3 7 3 9 3 3 0.8  .53
Diff 3.2 3.1 3.1 .2 .1 .1 7  
Nat
Strategies 3.21 3.38 3.25 3.26 3.32 3.32 1.36 .23 
Mo
BA

iculty 1 7 2 3 0 3 6 3 8 1.5  .15
ure 3.20 3.13 3.21 3.27 3.33 3.32 1.48 .18 

. Aptitude = f

tivation 3.73 3.55 3.59 3.74 3.76 3.75 1.80 .10 
LLI 16.36 16.21 16.21 16.53 16.65 16.60 2.06 .06 

re of language learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 

tudents’ English Learning Beliefs Based on the Experiences of Attending 

The results of One-Way ANOVA indicated that significances between 

 experiences of the GEPT and their English learning beliefs were found 

 in “motivations” (F = 7.39, p < .05) and “overall beliefs” (F = 4.42, p 

tudents who had passed the beginning level had stronge

 had already passed the intermediate level. The results in the experiences of 

. 

Learning B iefs Based  the Exper es of Att  th T 
M 

 Never  
attended 

Ever 
attended 
but failed

Passed 
beginning 

level 

Passed the 
intermediate 

level 

 

 (n = 615) (n = 64) (n = 76) (n = 3) F p 
 (81.1%) (8.4%) (10.0%) (0.3%)  
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Aptitude 3.04 3.03 3.13 3.00 0.96 .41 
Diff 3.1 3.14 3.30 2.88 2.44 .06
Nat
Strategies 3.25 3.31 3.32 2.83 2.19 .09 
Mo
BALLI 16.38 

iculty 6  
ure 3.25 3.22 3.33 3.11 0.78 .51 

tivation 3.66 3.88 3.91 2.86 7.39  .00* 
16.62 17.01 14.70 4.42  .00* 

Note reign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
nature of l
 

4.1.
Dis

stud
fore
ove
regi fs. Students from 
urban and rural areas tended to hold different beliefs about English learning. 
Students from the urban area (Mid-Western) had higher motivation toward English 
lear
six geographic areas of 
 

Table 8 
Stud nts’ Eng n s n Di rict 

. Aptitude = fo
anguage learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 

6 Students’ English Learning Beliefs Based on Geographic Areas of Tainan 
trict 

Analyzing data with One-Way ANOVA, the present study found that the 
ents from different areas of Tainan district would hold varied notions about 
ign language aptitudes (F = 2.82, p < .05), motivations (F= 2.70, p < .05) and 
rall beliefs about English learning (F = 2.62, p < .05). In other words, the 
onal differences would affect student’ English learning belie

ning than those from rural areas (An-nan and An-ping areas). The results in the 
Tainan district are shown in Table 8. 

e lish Lear ing Beliefs Based on Geographic Area  of Taina st
M 

 An-nan uthe -pin id- 
este

rth sterSo rn An g M
W rn

No ern Ea n  

 17  = 11 = 1  = 9 = 14  = 1 F p 
 % 4.6% .6% 2.7% 8.9% 4.9%   
Apti 3.0 .0 .1 .0 .0 .0 .82 2*

(n= 4) (n 1) (n 19) (n 7) (n 4) (n 13)
(22.9 ) (1 ) (15 ) (1 ) (1 ) (1 )

tude 2 3 3 3 9 3 1 3 5 3 2 2  .0  
Diff

Natu 6 
Strategies 3.29 3.22 3.32 3.30 3.26 3.22 1.52 .18 
Motivation 367 3.72 3.80 3.86 3.70 3.59 2.70 .02* 
BALLI 16.30 16.40 16.89 16.62 16.51 16.21 2.62 .02* 

iculty 3.14 3.17 3.23 3.21 3.18 3.18 0.64 .67 
re 3.18 3.26 3.34 3.24 3.33 3.20 2.11 .0

Note. Aptitude = foreign language aptitude; Difficulty = difficulty of language learning; Nature = 
nature of language learning; Strategies = learning and communication strategies. *p < .05 
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4.2 

 

optim

concerned, the success of learning E

and were less relevant to gender or innate

that those w

learn

subjects. These m

saying “Pr

up for one'

students’

potentiality and m

digest new inform

and have better pronunciations. On the cont

indicated that the adult learners’

this advantageous, adult learners could understand their needs and interests clearly. 

They not only could find the m

maintain the best states while learn

process. 

 

learn and to

struc

concepts. A

related to su

recognized, the better th ar 

and vocabulary, they couldn’t read, write, speak and listen well, not to mention 

achieving school examinations. Therefore, the students were willing to focus their 

learning on grammar and vocabulary when doing preview and review tasks. 

Results and Findings of Focus Group Interviews 

Most interviewees confirmed their own abilities for language learning and 

istically believed that everyone could learn English well. As far as they were 

nglish was strongly connected with hard work 

 abilities. Therefore, most students denied 

ho were good at mathematic or science must have superior ability for 

ing English because some of their classmates were intelligent with all these 

ight be influenced by their teachers’ encouragements and the old 

actice makes perfect” and “Diligence is the means by which one makes 

s dullness”. However, when comparing with children and adult learners, 

 opinions went two directions. Some stated that children had better 

alleability than adult learners. Thence, they could receive and 

ation quicker and easier. Moreover, they would speak fluently 

rary, some denied this statement and 

 mental and physical states were more mature. With 

ain points easily but also could adjust themselves to 

ing because language learning is a complicated 

Besides, most of them reported that English was a medium difficult subject to 

 extend this question, unfamiliarity with the grammatical and phrase 

ture rules and a lack of vocabulary ability were the main reasons for their 

s mentioned earlier, the years of learning English seemed to be less 

cceed it. Also, students believed deeply that the more vocabulary they 

ey learned English. Without accurate usage of gramm
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Students also pointed out the importance of pronunciation in the process of 

nglish and reported that incorrect pronunciation might lead to 

ost of them believed everyone could learn English 

 felt less confident in their oral abilities, particularly in pronunciation 

 of making m

learning E

misunderstanding. Despite m

well, they

because of being afraid istakes. Another reason was that school 

examinations gener

listening. Thence, to

memorize, read and write m

future life might result from

higher deference from

stated se of their parents’ expectation and the 

requirements of school examinations. Ther  motivations toward 

English learning were d ead more than 

inte

5.1 

analyzed and shown as follows. Firstly

variety of beliefs about English learning. 

students recognized the i

between better English abilities and bette

resem

Although th

that certain people had, most students indicated that hard work were the most 

crucial factor which determined their success in English learning. Therefore, they 

reported that gender was less related to English learning. The results contradicted 

ally focused on writing and reading instead of speaking and 

 pursue higher academic scores, most students would rather 

ore. 

Moreover, the present study found that most students supposed that good 

 having a good English ability. Also, they could receive 

 other people. On the other hand, some students honestly 

 that they learned English just becau

efore, students’

base  on instrumental motivations inst

grative motivations. 

 

V. Discussions and Conclusions 
Discussions of Findings 

Combined qualitative results with quantitative data analysis, the findings were 

, students in Tainan district indeed held a 

Due to the notion of global village, most 

mportance of learning English and made connections 

r job opportunities. The results closely 

bled some previous studies in Taiwan (Liu, 2004; Shen, 2006; Yang, 1992). 

ey admitted the existence of potential abilities for language learning 
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som

exam

students tended to focus their learni

through repetitious practice. Also, the wa

most students. However

educational system

speak, read and write what they didn’

Therefore, they were less m

mention being interested in their cultures.

English learning T

Encouraging

although E

accordance with the previous findin

found between fem

motivations and the overall beliefs about E

higher and stronger beliefs than male st

gender

motivation had som

reported that fe

learning as well as in S

English held dif

beliefs. S

nine years held stronger English learni

English learning than those who had only learned for one to four years. These 

results were synonymous with Yin’s (2005) findings that the longer the students 

have learned English, the higher their interest in English learning is, and vice versa. 

e earlier studies (Horwitz, 1987; Kern, 1995; Yang, 1992). To meet school 

inations and to pursue accurate usage and perfect pronunciation, most 

ng on vocabulary and grammatical rules 

y using CDs or tapes were accepted by 

, due to a lack of speaking environment and a test-oriented 

, students were afraid of making mistakes and tended not to 

t make sure particularly in speaking. 

otivated to communicate with foreigners, not to 

 The results presented the phenomenon of 

aiwan’ students faced as well as in Liu’s study (2004). 

 to say, most students believed themselves could learn English well 

nglish was a medium difficult subject for them. These were in 

gs (Chen, 1997; Kern, 1995; Peacock, 1999). 

Secondly, when examined gender differences, statistical significances were 

ale and male students in the areas of foreign language aptitude, 

nglish learning. Female students all had 

udents. These were equated with some 

-related studies. For instance, Li (2004) stated that students’ English learning 

e differences in gender. Also, Bacon and Finnemann (1992) 

male were highly motivated and applied more strategies in language 

iebert’s (2003) and Shen’s (2006) studies. 

Thirdly, the present study found that students with different years of learning 

ferent English learning beliefs in the motivations and the overall 

tudents who had learned English for seven to eight years or more than 

ng beliefs and higher motivations toward 
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Fourthly, there were indeed statistical significances between students’ beliefs 

educational levels. That was, parental 

al levels would result in their children’s different notions of motivations, 

even the overall beliefs about English 

tudents whose parents were graduate school or above levels had stronger 

ons toward English learning than those 

ll as junior high level and others. In 

s, students having parents on university level adopted more learning and 

e parents were junior high level and 

’s (1982) assumption that social factor 

Also, Bialystok (2001) indicated that 

a strong relationship to each other, and 

 affected children’s progress in mastering both oral

about English learning and their parental 

education

learning and communication strategies and 

learning. S

English learning beliefs and higher motivati

whose parents were senior high level as we

addition

communication strategies than those whos

others. The findings just supported Grosjean

influenced the life of bilingual children. 

poverty and parental educational level had 

both of them  and academic 

usages of

students of high SES had significantly st

low SES, and those of mid SES st

students’

parents’

English learning. The reason m

more and more parents started to recognize the importance of English and had the 

same goal. That was, in order to catch 

or low SES f

environm

experiences of attending the GEPT would lead to different English learning beliefs 

occurred. Students who had passed but failed the GEPT and those who had passed 

the beginning level generally had higher motivations toward English learning. 

 English (p. 222). The results endorsed Kan’s (2004) statement that 

ronger motivation than those of mid and 

ronger than those of low SES. 

Fifthly, the present study found that no significances were found between 

 English learning beliefs and their parental occupations. In other words, 

 occupations would not affect students holding different beliefs about 

ight be that with the prevailing of learning English, 

up with others, parents no matter from high 

amilies would do their best to give their children the best learning 

ent and resources. 

Sixthly, the results of the study indicated that students with different 
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Furtherm

learning beliefs than those who never 

interm

who had attended the GEPT

positiv

the higher level students attended the GEPT

would have. Due to this, students might have less motivation to learn English. 

Therefore, it was reasonable that students who had passed the beginning level had 

higher m

interm

district would hold dif

language ap

area confirm

overall beliefs about English learning wh

had higher motivations toward English lear

urban schools had more outside-school learning resources than both rural and 

rem ulti-stimulus and varied materials, it 

was not surp

 

5.2 

school students held and the relation with students’ gender, length of time learning 

English, parental occupations and educa

attend

 

(1) Sample was limited.  Although the participants in this study were selected 

from the six areas of Tainan district, only 782 students from 20 classes of six 

ore, those who had passed the beginning level had stronger English 

attended and those who had passed the 

ediate level. The results greatly resembled Chen’s (2005) study that students 

 in the learning attitude and learning behavior were 

e than students who had never attended and hadn’t passed the GEPT. Also, 

, the more difficult and frustrated they 

otivation toward English learning than those who had passed the 

ediated level. 

Seventhly, the results indicated that students from different areas in Tainan 

ferent beliefs about English learning in the areas of foreign 

titude, motivations and the overall beliefs. Students form the An-ping 

ed the notion of foreign language aptitude the most and held stronger 

ile the ones from the Mid-Western area 

ning. As Jhang (2004) stated that the 

ote schools. Therefore, immersed under m

rised to find that urban students were more willing to learn English. 

The Limitation of the Study 

The study aims to examine the beliefs about English learning EFL junior high 

tional levels and the experiences of 

ing the GEPT. However, three major limitations were as follows: 
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schools were selected. Thence, due to sampling, the results of the study could not 

be generalized to all EF

education

regions of 

ed students’ English 

learning beliefs at a fixed 

necessary to

learning are consistently changing. 

relationship between students’

length of tim ccupations and educational levels and the 

experiences of attending the GEPT, other variables are ignored and not explored in 

the process of the study other variables should be taken into 

considerations in future studies. 

 

5.3 Pedagogical 

 

implications are of

through th ts 

held might be influenced or limited by their previous learning experiences and 

knowledge about the tar

actual learning environment. 

 

What learne

more than what we believe, becau

sway over their motivations, attitudes and learning procedures. 

And obviously if there is a misfit between what learners believe 

and the beliefs embedded in the instructional structure in which 

L junior high school students in Tainan district or to other 

al levels and even were not appropriate to reflect the situations in other 

Taiwan. 

(2) The time was limited.  The study only investigat

point time. Therefore, a longitudinal investigation is 

 be required in future study because students’ beliefs about English 

(3) Other factors were ignored.  Since the present study mainly discussed the 

 English learning belief and the variables of gender, 

e learning English, parental o

. Therefore, 

Implications 

On the basis of the findings derived from the present study, three pedagogical 

fered. Firstly, Understanding students’ English learning beliefs 

e learning process is important for EFL teachers. These beliefs studen

get language which might be unrealistic or conflict with the 

Riley (1996) concluded that 

rs believe will influence their learning much, much 

se it is their beliefs that hold 
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they are enrolled, there is bound to be some degree of friction or 

dysfunction (pp. 152-153). 

Thence, EFL teachers must provide students with correct beliefs about English 

ing and also make efforts to revise some misconceptions held by students. In 

uce the gap between the actual learning situations and the students’ 

h learning situations, the teachers must adjust their teaching styles, 

tbooks carefully and even create a proper learning environment so that the 

ake a balance and fit closer. Also, with a better 

ing of students’ beliefs about English learning, the teachers can clearly 

 

learn

order to red

ideal Englis

select tex

actual and the ideal can m

understand

recognize h

and therefore, take into considerations

deciding what instructions shoul

enjoyable,

security

related to their m

that s

of tim

stated that the m

most. Therefore, the teachers have to be

other hand, the present study indicated th

speaking En

their daily life. The reason m

pursues accuracy and focuses on reading and writing m

teachers need to design and incorporate a variety of in-class oral activities which 

combine with social, communicative and instrumental functions for their students. 

Such in-class oral activities should meet students’ expectations and their abilities. 

ow these positive and negative beliefs affect students’ English learning 

 when arranging course syllabus and 

d be adopted before class. 

Secondly, in order to make teaching more efficient and learning more 

 the teachers must be very cautious about students’ needs of a sense of 

, achievement and self-efficacy in learning English because these needs are 

otivations toward English learning. Some studies have mentioned 

tudents, who had high motivations toward English, were willing to spend a lot 

e learning English. For instance, Burstall (1975) and MacNamara (1973) 

otivation occurred through the process of learning itself affected 

 very careful in giving feedback. On the 

at students attempted not to practice 

glish with their classmates or not to communicate with foreigners in 

ight be due to the traditional education system which 

ainly. To improve this, 

 27
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Thirdly, EFL teachers have to encourage their students to use more English in 

ily life. At the same time, personal portfolio assessments and mass media 

s, English newspapers, a

their da

(radio program dvertisements, etc.) could not only be 

useful supplements for teachers but also reduce their teaching burdens. In doing so, 

the teachers m r successes in extending the students’ 

motivations toward English learning. 

 

5.4 

 

public junior high schools in T

were ignored to investigate. Thence, th

studies. Also, the future studies should be

such as North, Middle and South of T

and a general view of junior high 

com

included and further explored. Finally

different learning s

better understanding of T

learner ight change consistently and slightly over time unless they are 

exposed to new m

needs to be prolonged to determ

they change.

 

might be influenced by num

language learners, dif

living or traveling in English-speaking countries (Horwitz, 1987, 1999). The 

present study found that students whether they had attended the GEPT or not would 

hold different beliefs about English learning. Since now the GEPT is a popular 

ay pave the way for thei

Suggestions for Future Studies 

As mentioned above, the participants of the present study came only from six 

ainan district while other public and private ones 

e sampling should be enlarged in future 

 re-conducted in other regions in Taiwan 

aiwan in order to acquire a complete picture 

schools students’ beliefs. Moreover, the 

parison of urban and rural students’ beliefs about English learning should be 

, future studies are suggested to conduct in 

tages such as elementary, senior and university levels to obtain a 

aiwan students’ English learning. Based on Kern (1995), 

’s beliefs m

ethods. Therefore, in the future studies, the experiment period 

ine whether these beliefs might change and how 

 

At last, learners held varied beliefs about English learning and these beliefs 

erous origins such as previous learning experiences as 

ferent family and cultural backgrounds and the experiences of 
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exam

it seem

learning beliefs and their 

attended and passed the GEPT, and then, make associations with their learning 

styles, learning anxiety and motivations. It is expected that the findings could 

contribute to other language learners and help them adjust their learning. 

ination which mainly assesses students’ four language abilities and attending 

s to become a trend, future studies can mainly investigate students’ English 

learning strategy which were held by those who had 
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APPENDIX A.   The Interview Questions 

一、英

度？在學英語的過程中，你最常遭遇到的問題？ 

2. 對你而言，英語聽、說、讀、寫的困難程度排序分別為？理由？ 

3. 如 好？ 

二、英

都具有能力學會英語呢？理由？ 

2. 在英語學習上，您是否認為女性總是學得比男性好？理由？ 

3. 您

三、

1. 單

2. 您認為學習英語的重點為何？您學習英語的方式為何？ 

四、學習與溝通的策略 

1. 當您和別人用英語交談時，是否會害羞？您曾經和外國人交談嗎？ 

2. 您

五、英語學習動機 

1. 您是否認為英語能力好未來才能找到較好的工作？理由？ 

2. 您學習英語的主要動機為何？請詳述之。 

 
 
 
 

(感謝您的參與和合作！）

「國中生英語學習信念」訪談大綱 
 

語學習的困難度 

1. 對你而言，英語的困難

果每天學習英語一小時，您認為需要多久的時間，英語才能學得

語學習的資質 

1. 您是否認為每個人是否

是否認為數理程度好的人，英語能力較差？ 

英語學習的本質 

字記得越多，是否英語學得越好？理由？ 

是否認為說英語時，發音標準很重要？ 
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s arners’ English Learnin

A P age L nin ve r
(BALLI) 

Respo requ

P ENDIX B.  Beliefs about Langu ear g In nto y 

nses F ency (%)  
Item Content DA Neutral A M SD 

   

1 is e

gu

25.8 4.4 9.7 9 7 It asier for children than adults to learn a foreign 

lan age. 

3 3 3.1 1.0

2 m

gu

10.4 0.6 9.0 6  

3 Som  learn than others. 10.7 24.0 65.3 3.75 .96 

4 el 7.4 1 7 

5 Peop learning foreign language 18.3 50.1 31.6 3.16 .88 

6 is i

pron

7.3 7  

7 s n

order

28.4 5.9 5.7 6  

8 u 

corre

59.5 1.9 8.6 2 8 

9 s e

gu

5.9 4.1 0.1 3  

10 p

d

73.0 8.3 .7 7 1 

11 s b 0.1 2 4 

12 I enjo erican I meet. 21.5 40.2 38.3 3.22 1.07 

13  o 43.4 31.5 5.0 2 6 

14 av 1.6 1 0 

15 e 

rn

10.4 30.1 9.5 7  

16 s i 4.0 1.9 8  

17 Wom 54.0 35.0 11.1 2.39 1.04 

18 Peop an feel that it is important speak English. 9.8 37.6 52.7 3.58 .94 

19 I feel timid speaking English with other people.  22.3 35.9 41.8 3.22 1.04 

20 If beginning students are permitted to make errors in 

English, it will be difficult for them to speak correctly 

later on. 

52.7 24.1 23.3 2.55 1.19 

So e people have special ability for learning foreign 

lan age. 

e languages are easier to

2 6 3.7 .95

I b ieve that I will learn to speak English very well. 1

le in Taiwan are good at 

34.7 47.9 3.4  1.0

It mportant to speak English with an excellent 

unciation. 

4.5 18.2 7 4.0 .88

It’ ecessary to know about English-speaking cultures in 

 to speak English. 

4 2 2.9 .99

Yo shouldn’t say anything in English until you can say it 

ctly. 

2 1 2.4 1.1

It i asier for someone who already speaks a foreign 3

lan age to another one. 

4 2 2.8 .98

Peo le who are good at mathematics or science are not 

goo  at learning a foreign language. 

1 8 2.0 1.0

It i est to learn English in an English–speaking country. 4

y practicing English with Am

31.7 28.3 2.8  1.1

Its’ k to guess if you don’t know a word in English. 2 2.7 1.1

I h e a special ability for learning foreign languages. 13.6 34.8 5 3.5 1.0

Th most important part of learning a foreign language is 

lea ing vocabulary words. 

5 3.6 .97

It i mportant to repeat and practice a lot. 

en are better than men at learning foreign language. 

le in Taiw

1 84.2 4.1  .83
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21 e 

rn

9.5 25.7 4.8 4  Th most important part of learning a foreign language is 

lea ing the grammar. 

6 3.7 .95

22 o

Ame

13.5 9.3 7.2 5  

23  e 23.9 1.2 9  

24 It is i 7.3 34.0 58.6 3.69 .91 

25 ar

other cts. 

18.1 5.5 6.5 4 4 

26 e 

how  native language. 

27.1 9.8 3.1 7 1 

27 le es 

 a 

10.5 21.8 7.8  1 

28 p

ell

57.3 25.7 7.0 9 9 

29 I wan English well. 7.3 17.5 75.2 4.05 1.00 

30  friends. 10.3 37.3 52.4 3.63 .99 

31 Everyone can learn to speak to a foreign language. 6.1 16.9 77.1 4.07 .95 

32 It is easier to read and write English than to speak and 

nderstand it. 

22.5 43.3 34.1 3.20 1.07 

I w uld like to learn English so that I can get to know 

rican better. 

3 4 3.4 .97

It’s asier to speak than understand a foreign language. 

mport to practice with CDs or tapes. 

44.9 3 3.0 .99

Le ning a foreign language is difficult from learning 

 academic subje

4 3 3.2 .9

Th most important part of learning English is learning 

to translate from my

3 3 3.0 1.0

If I arn English very well, I will have better opportuniti

for good job. 

6 3.8 1.0

Peo le who speak more than one language are very 

int igent. 

t to learn to speak 

1 2.3 1.1

I would like to have American

u

Note disagree; A=agree. 

 

 

Responses Frequency (%) 

. DA= 

 

Item Content 1 2 3 4 5 

 

M 

 

SD 

 

33 

difficult languag

difficulty

languag

8.2English is (1) a very difficult language, (2) a 

e, (3) a language of medium 

, (4) an easy language (5) a very easy 

e.  

14.4 57.5 16.4 3.6 2.92 .87 

34 If someone spen  a 

language, how long would it take them to speak 

the language well (1) less than a year, (2) 1-2 

years, (3) 3-5 years, (4) 5-10 years, (5) he can 

never learn a language well. 

16.6 27.3 36.7 13.7 5.7 2.64 1.08 t one hour a day learning
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